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ABSTRACT
The occurrence of an immune response against therapeutic proteins poses a major risk for the devel-
opment of biologics and for successful treatment of patients. Generation of anti-drug antibodies (ADAs) 
can lead to formation of immune complexes (ICs), consisting of drug and ADAs, with potential impact 
on safety, efficacy and exposure. Here, we focus on the effects of IC formation, i.e., specific IC sizes, ADA 
and drug properties, on drug pharmacokinetics. Pre-formed IC preparations of an IgG1 drug (with wild 
type or with an ablated effector function at the Fc domain) and different ADA surrogates (directed 
against the complementarity-determining regions or Fc domain of the drug) were administered to rats 
and collected serum was analyzed to determine the total drug concentration. A combination of size- 
exclusion chromatography and ELISA enabled a size-specific evaluation of IC profiles in serum and their 
changes over time. Within five minutes, total drug concentration decreased by ~20–60% when the drug 
was complexed. Independent of the ADA surrogate and drug variant used, increasing IC size led to 
increased clearance. Comparing ICs formed with the same ADA surrogate but different IgG1 variants, we 
observed that complexed drug with a wildtype Fc domain showed faster clearance compared to 
immune effector function modified drug. Data generated in this study indicated that clearance of 
drug due to ADA generation is driven by size and structure of the formed ICs, but also by the immune 
effector functions of the Fc domains of IgGs.

Abbreviations Ab: antibody, ADA: anti-drug antibody, AUC: area under the curve, Bi: biotin, CDR: complemen-
tary-determining region, cmax: maximal concentration, Dig: digoxigenin, ELISA: enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay, Fc: fragment crystallizable, FcRn: neonatal Fc receptor, HMW: high molecular weight, IC: immune 
complex, IC-QC: immune complex quality control, IgG: immunoglobulin G, mAb: monoclonal antibody, 
mADA: monoclonal ADA, pAb: polyclonal antibody, pADA: polyclonal ADA, PD: pharmacodynamics; PK: 
pharmacokinetic, QC: quality control, SEC: size-exclusion chromatography, WT: wildtype
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Introduction

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and other biotherapeutics allow 
targeted treatment of a variety of diseases. Although great effort is 
undertaken during drug development to reduce immunogenicity 
of antibody therapeutics, immunogenicity is nevertheless one of 
the most critical challenges for this class of therapeutics. Adverse 
events, like pharmacological abrogation or hypersensitivity reac-
tions, can be triggered by binding of anti-drug antibodies (ADAs) 
to circulating drug and subsequent formation of immune com-
plexes (ICs) (type III reaction) or by surface-associated formation 
of ICs (type II reaction).1 ADAs can be neutralizing or non- 
neutralizing. Neutralization of therapeutic mAbs is mainly caused 
by the binding of ADAs to the complementary-determining 
region (CDR), and can subsequently lead to abrogation of phar-
maceutical activity.2,3 ADAs directed against the CDR of 
a therapeutic mAb are described for humanized as well as for 

fully human molecules.4,5 Besides preventing the binding of the 
drug to its target, formation of ICs can affect the total drug 
exposure, leading to increased clearance.6,7

IC formation can affect pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmaco-
dynamical (PD) properties of therapeutic proteins, like safety (e.g., 
hypersensitivity reactions), loss of exposure, and efficacy, and 
a better understanding of the process will help modeling and 
simulation aspects of PK in the presence of ICs.7 From the bioa-
nalytical point of view, ADAs can be a challenge, as they can 
interfere in total drug PK assays, and therefore lead to biased 
results.8–10

The detailed interaction between ADA and drug, that is, the 
formation of drug/ADA ICs, is well understood.11,12 Although it is 
well known from literature that large ICs are cleared faster than 
smaller ICs, quantitative information about the exact size or struc-
ture of the ICs, as well as their actual impact on drug PK is 
missing.7,13–16
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To study the effects of IC formation on the PK of two 
therapeutic mAbs, in vivo studies in rats with pre-formed and 
defined IC preparations were performed.11 Animals were dosed 
with monomeric/uncomplexed monoclonal IgG1 (hereinafter 
referred to as “drug”) or IgG1 that was fully complexed with 
different ADA surrogates targeting either the Fc or CDR of the 
drug (anti-Fc ADA → <Fc>, anti-CDR ADA → <CDR>).

The Fc domain of an IgG has different effector functions. For 
example, it plays a crucial role in the binding to Fcɣreceptors 
and complement. Both, the Fcɣ receptor and complement, play 
a role in the clearance of antigen-mAb ICs and Fc-mediated 
toxicity.13 An exchange of defined amino acids (PGLALA muta-
tion) in the Fc domain of an IgG abolish these interactions and 
lead to a “silent” Fc effector function.17 For our studies, we used 
two different variants of the drug: 1) with a wildtype Fc (WT- 
Fc) domain (drugWT), and 2) with a modified effector function 
(drugPGLALA).17 The ADA surrogates were derived from differ-
ent species and were monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies 
(pADA<CDR>, mADA<CDR>, mADA<Fc>). The applied bioanaly-
tical assay panel was previously described and allowed the 
quantification of total drug (free and fully complexed) and size- 
specific IC PK evaluation in the collected matrices.11

The goal of this work was to study the effects of IC size and 
property on drug PK, focusing on the effect of the different drug 
and ADA properties. Additionally, the clearance of the different 
IC species was analyzed in more detail. As it is known from 
literature that ICs can have a faster clearance compared to 
monomeric molecules, our study focused on the first hours 
after administration to investigate particularly the initial clear-
ance phase.1,13

Results

Dosing solutions: Generation of drug/ADA complexes

The dosing solutions were prepared as described by Hoffman 
et al., where also different conditions and concentrations of the 
components were tested.11 The dosing solutions for the control 
groups contained monomeric IgG1 (drug, germline sequence, 
no target-binding specificity) with a WT-Fc domain (drugWT) 
or a PGLALA mutation in the Fc domain (drugPGLALA).17 The 
dosing solutions for the IC groups were generated by mixing 
one of the two drug variants with one of three ADA surrogates 
(monoclonal or polyclonal IgG against the CDR of the drug and 
a monoclonal IgG against the Fc domain of the drug) in a ratio 
of 1:1.5. In sum, eight different solutions were prepared.

Residual dosing solutions were analyzed by size-exclusion 
chromatography (SEC) to determine the composition and pattern 
of the generated ICs (Figure 1a, UV trace at 280 nm) and to allow 
a detailed comparison with the IC profiles in the in vivo samples. 
Furthermore, dosing solutions of drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> and 
drugPGLALA + mADA<Fc> were analyzed via SEC and a subsequent 
drug-specific ELISA. The overlay of the UV trace and the recon-
structed ELISA profile demonstrated the absence of monomeric 
drug (22.5 min) in the dosing solutions (Figure 1b, c). The mono-
mer peak in the UV trace at 22.5 min resulted from the excess of 
ADAs.

Detailed analysis of IC generation and the size of the 
formed ICs was previously published by Hoffmann et al.11 The 
dosing solution generated with drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> were 

composed of 7% dimers, 13% tetramers, 10% hexamers, and 53% 
high molecular weight (HMW) ICs (+15% excess ADA, relating 
to the AUC).11 For drugWT + pADA<CDR>, the dosing solution 
showed a distribution of 8% dimers, 16% tetramers, 13% hexam-
ers, and 49% HMW ICs. The distribution of the IC species for the 
other solutions are summarized in Table 1.

Comparison of drug concentration in serum and plasma

To exclude an impact of serum preparation on drug content 
(especially when complexed with ADAs in large ICs), e.g., due to 
aggregation during clotting, blood samples from a control group 
(drugPGLALA) and an IC group (drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR>) were 
split and serum and plasma were generated. The results demon-
strated that the drug concentration in serum and plasma had 
a variation of less than 10% (Figure 2). As no impact of serum 
preparation on total drug concentration could be observed, 
serum was used as matrix of choice for all further analyses.

Total drug PK analysis

Rats in the comparison groups were dosed with a total 
drug concentration of 4 mg/kg, rats in the IC groups were 
dosed with pre-formed ICs composed of 4 mg/kg drug and 
6 mg/kg ADA. Serum samples were taken 5 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 
4 hr, 8 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr after administration. 
Determination of total drug concentration in study serum 
samples was performed with a total drug ELISA (an ADA- 
tolerant, drug-specific acid dissociation ELISA). The 
recovery of total drug was ensured by using a set of IC- 
QCs with defined concentrations of drug fully complexed 
with ADAs and conventional assay criteria of ±20% drug 
recovery (H-IC-QC: 300 µg/ml drug + 450 µg/ml ADA, 
M-IC-QC: 150 µg/ml drug + 225 µg/ml ADA, L-IC-QC: 
7.5 µg/ml drug + 11.25 µg/ml ADA).11 All subjects within 
one dosing group (3 rats/group) showed good homogene-
ity of determined drug concentrations. The drug concen-
trations for all groups are displayed in Figure 3 and 
Table S1.

The 5 min samples from the control groups dosed with mono-
meric drug had concentrations of 106.6 µg/ml (drugPGLALA) and 
107.7 µg/ml (drugWT), which matched the calculated maximal 
concentration (cmax) of ~110 µg/ml, assuming a serum volume 
of 36 ml/kg.

For the IC groups, drug concentrations at the first sampling 
time point (5 min) were lower compared to the calculated cmax 
of 110 µg/ml. Groups dosed with drugWT or drugPGLALA + 
mADA<Fc> showed a drug concentration of 42.4 and 38.4 µg/ 
ml, respectively. For the groups dosed with drugWT or 
drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> drug concentrations of 86.8 and 
72.1 µg/ml were observed, respectively.

After one hour, the total drug concentration for animals 
dosed with drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> was 42.9 µg/ml and for 
those dosed with drugWT + pADA<CDR> 16.8 µg/ml. Groups 
that received ICs of drugWT or drugPGLALA + mADA<CDR> had 
total drug concentrations of 27.2 and 24.2 µg/ml, respectively, 
after one hour. After approximately four hours, the PK for all 
groups showed a similar concentration–time profile (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Analysis of dosing solutions yy SEC and ELISA. (a) Size exclusion Chromatograms (absorbance) of all dosing solutions. (b/c) Dosing solution with drugPGLALA + 
pADA<CDR> (b) and drugPGLALA + mADA<Fc> (c): Absorbance (solid line) and reconstructed ELISA profile (dashed line). No monomeric drug detectable in the 
reconstructed ELISA IC profiles. Elution of monomeric IgG at ~ 22.5 min.
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To better understand the differences in total drug con-
centration between the IC groups and to study the clear-
ance of different IC sizes, study samples were further 
analyzed by SEC and ELISA.

IC size-specific analysis: SEC and acid dissociation ELISA

For the reconstruction of the IC profiles and the detection of 
changes in the profiles over time, the ICs in the serum samples 
were separated by SEC and collected fractions were subsequently 
analyzed for their drug concentration via a drug-specific ELISA as 
previously described by Hoffmann et al.11

To exclude biased results due to loss of ICs during the 
process of SEC and fractionation, we performed a mass balance 
analysis; the drug amount recovered from collected fractions 
was compared to the total drug concentration of this serum 
sample with a tolerance in discrepancy of 25%.11 All analyzed 
samples passed this criterion, confirming that no IC species 
were lost during SEC. The reconstructed IC profiles shown in 
Figures 4, 5, 6, and S1 show the mean of three animals.

Comparing the reconstructed five minutes serum IC profile 
(Figure 4a, Figure S1) of the group dosed with drugPGLALA + 
pADA<CDR> with the appropriate dosing solution (Figure 1), 
significant reduction of the HMW ICs (ICs ≥ hexamers) was 
observed. After four hours, HMW ICs were almost quantita-
tively cleared (Figure 4a, Figure S1). In the 72 hours sample, the 
predominant IC species were dimers and tetramers. Hexameric 
ICs were only present in low concentration.

The dosing solutions (Figure 1, Table 1) of drugPGLALA or 
drugWT + pADA<CDR> had a similar content of the different IC 
sizes, and the reconstructed IC profile of the sample from 
animals dosed with drugWT + pADA<CDR> was highly compar-
able to the five-minute profile from drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> 
(Figure 4b) with the same tendency of HMW IC clearance. At 
later time points (1 hour and 24 hours), drugWT and 
drugPGLALA complexed in a dimeric IC with pADA<CDR> 
showed similar concentrations, whereas the drugWT com-
plexed in tetrameric and larger ICs showed a much faster 
decrease in concentration compared to the respective 
drugPGLALA ICs (Figure 4b).

Table 1. Composition of the IC dosing solutions. The percentages of defined IC 
sizes in the dosing solutions were determined by analyzing the area under the 
curve of the UV trace of the SEC chromatograms. The “% monomeric ADA” listed 
in the table is the value of the area under the curve of the ADA monomer UV peak.

% 
dimeric 

IC

% 
tetrameric 

IC

% 
hexameric 

IC

% 
HMW 

IC

% 
monomeric 

ADA

drugPGLALA +  
pADA<CDR>

7 13 10 53 17

drugWT +  
pADA<CDR>

8 16 13 49 14

drugPGLALA +  
mADA<CDR>

3 30 22 32 13

drugWT +  
mADA<CDR>

2 23 18 46 11

drugPGLALA +  
mADA<Fc>

2 8 83 7

drugWT +  
mADA<Fc>

2 18 64 16

Figure 2. Comparison of the total drug concentration in serum and plasma. Blood from groups dosed with drugPGLALA or drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> was divided for serum 
and plasma preparation and the total drug concentration was determined yy acid dissociation ELISA to study potential influences of serum/plasma preparation on drug 
concentration when complexed with ADAs.

Figure 3. Total drug concentration in serum samples of all groups (PK data was fitted to a 2 compartment model for intra venous bolus injection by statistical method, 
with relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation), n = 3).
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Analysis of samples from the groups dosed with drugWT or 
drugPGLALA + mADA<CDR> showed overlaying IC patterns 
between both drug variants for the first hour (Figure 5a, 
Figure S1). After four hours, only dimeric ICs were detected 
at very low concentrations for drugWT. For drugPGLALA, tetra-
meric and dimeric ICs were still present (Figure 5b).

Sample analysis of animals dosed with drugWT or drugPGLALA 

+ mADA<Fc> showed a fast clearance of ICs larger than tetra-
mers (Figure 6, Figure S1). No significant difference in the 
clearance of defined IC species was detected comparing ICs 
formed with drugWT or drugPGLALA, as discussed below.

In the observed period, no monomeric drug was detected in 
any study sample (elution time at 22.5 min, Figure 4 to 6, 
marked with dashed line).

Based on the total drug concentration in the study sample and 
on the drug concentration in defined IC species, total drug and 
IC size-specific drug clearance were calculated. The values are 
summarized in Table 2. Total drug clearance was higher when 
drugWT was used for IC generation. This is also true for all size- 
specific IC drug clearance values determined. The clearance of 
drug complexed with pADA<CDR> in a dimeric IC was very 
similar for drugWT and drugPGLALA. Tetrameric ICs of 
drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> showed a slower clearance compared 
to tetrameric ICs with drugWT. Clearance of HMW ICs was very 
high for all groups. In general, clearance increased with IC size, 
independent of the drug variant or ADA surrogate.

Discussion

Immunogenicity, in particular the formation of ADAs against 
a biotherapeutic, can affect efficacy and lead to loss of drug 
exposure. The binding of ADAs to the drug lead to the formation 
of ICs. The size and the structure of these ICs depend on 
different parameters, like ratio, concentration and the epitope.11 

Here, we studied the effect of ICs on drug PK by focusing on the 
impact of drug Fc functionalities (wildtype or effector function 
modified), ADA properties, and the IC sizes on drug clearance.

Several approaches were published to analyze the formation 
of ICs after an immune response against a biotherapeutic. For 
example, Schie et al. used patient-derived, ADA-positive sera 
to analyze the present ICs and to characterize ICs formed with 
isolated human ADAs in vitro.12

Johansson et al. and Rojas et al. worked with an 
approach where a subsequent dosing of a drug and ADA 
surrogate for the formation of ICs in vivo was used.16,18 

Although ICs were formed in an in vivo environment, 
determination of the effect of IC formation on drug PK is 
challenging, because the initial situation and IC size dis-
tribution is unknown.

To enable a detailed evaluation of how the formation of 
drug/ADA ICs affects the drug PK, we conducted in vivo 
studies using pre-formed drug/ADA ICs. The dosing solutions 
contained ICs with a well-known complex sizes, as well as well- 
known distribution and amount of the ICs (Figure 1).11 With 
the knowledge of the IC sizes and amounts dosed to the study 
animals, an evaluation of size-specific IC clearance could be 
performed.

To mimic the natural conditions as well as possible, we used 
pre-formed, but non-covalent ICs for the in vivo studies presented 
here. We considered the alternative of covalent coupling as 
reported in some studies as less optimal due to the potential 
formation of artificial, unnatural ICs due to undirected 
coupling.14,15

For the formation of the ICs used in this study, human IgG1 
drug surrogates (germline sequence) lacking any target-binding 
specificity were selected to exclude target-mediated clearance. 
Two variants of this surrogate were used: a wildtype Fc and 
a variant with a PGLALA mutation (ablating its immune effector 
functions), often used for therapeutic monoclonal Abs.17 As the 

Figure 4. Reconstructed drug + pADA<CDR> IC profiles from serum samples (mean values of all three animals). (a) ICs were separated by SEC, fractionated, and he drug 
concentration in every collected fraction was determined by total drug ELISA to reconstruct the IC profiles. Potential elution of monomeric drug is marked with a dashed 
line. Elution time [min] refers to the elution of drug/ICs from the SEC column. (b) Defined time points were selected for comparison of drugWT + pADA<CDR> and 
drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> indicating clearance differences of the respective dimeric and tetrameric ICs.
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effector function of the Fc domain is relevant for the disposition 
and clearance of ICs, this property has to be taken into consid-
eration for data interpretation.11,17,19–22

As ADA surrogates, we used three animal-derived IgGs as 
recommended by the regulatory guidelines to be used as posi-
tive controls for immunogenicity testing methods.23,24 To 
mimic the natural polyclonal immune response, we selected 
a polyclonal Ab directed against the CDR of the drug 
(pADA<CDR>, rabbit derived).2,3,12 To further study the influ-
ence of the clonality of the ADA, we included a monoclonal 
ADA surrogate against the drug CDR (mADA<CDR>, mouse 
derived). To study the effect of the epitope, a third ADA 
surrogate directed against the Fc domain (mADA<Fc>. mouse 
derived) was selected to perform the studies (CDR vs. Fc- 
specific ADAs).11 The animal-derived ADA surrogates showed 
comparable IC formation properties as human-derived ADAs, 
confirming the suitability for the in vivo studies described 
here.11,12

The selected ADA surrogates had wildtype immune effector 
functions. Biacore and Octet experiments (data not shown) 
confirmed the binding of all used ADA surrogates to rat Fcɣ 
receptors (CD32 and CD64), which was in agreement with 
literature.25–30

Generation and characterization of defined IC mixtures and 
the bioanalytical tools needed for analysis were developed and 
described previously.11 The ratio of drug and ADA (1:1.5) was 
chosen to guarantee full complexation of drug with ADAs with 
minimal ADA excess. As the focus of the study was the effect of 
drug/ADA IC formation on drug PK, no monomeric drug 
should bias the results. Furthermore, the lack of initial-free 

drug simplifies the detection of potential IC dissociation 
in vivo, although previous in vitro experiments showed the 
high stability of the pre-formed ICs used.11

In vivo experiments were performed in rats to obtain suffi-
cient blood volumes for the extensive IC analysis. Rats provide 
enough blood volume for serial blood sampling to minimize 
variability. As previous reports have demonstrated that espe-
cially large ICs showed a fast clearance, the observation period 
was set at 72 hours with frequent blood sampling within the 
first hours to monitor the initial clearance of the ICs.1,13,16 

Additionally, a short study period minimized the risk of endo-
genous ADA formation in the rats, which would bias IC dis-
tribution and clearance.

The guidelines for immunogenicity testing give no clear 
recommendations regarding the best matrix, serum or 
plasma, for ADA detection.23,24 As long as the ADA is 
a monomer, the effect of blood preparation on the ADA 
content should not be relevant. If ADAs are complexed 
with drug (especially large ICs), serum preparation (i.e., 
clotting) could have an effect on the IC concentration and 
therefore on ADA concentration in the study samples, e.g., 
due to precipitation, aggregation or sticking of drug/ADA 
ICs to the clotted pellet. To exclude this potential source of 
errors, the concentration of the total drugPGLALA (mono-
meric and in complex with pADA<CDR>) in serum and 
plasma (no clotting during plasma generation) was com-
pared. Selected blood samples were divided and processed 
to serum and plasma in parallel and analyzed for the total 
drug concentration via acid dissociation ELISA. The varia-
tion between determined drugPGLALA concentrations in 

Figure 5. Reconstructed drug + mADA<CDR> IC profiles from serum samples (mean values of all three animals). (a) ICs were separated by SEC, fractionated, and the drug 
concentration in every collected fraction was determined by total drug ELISA to reconstruct the IC profiles. Potential elution of monomeric drug is marked with a dashed 
line. Elution time [min] refers to the elution of drug/ICs from the SEC column. (b) Defined time points were selected for comparison of drugWT + mADA<CDR> and 
drugPGLALA + mADA<CDR> indicating clearance differences of the respective dimeric and tetrameric ICs.
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serum and plasma was less than 10% (Figure 2), indicating 
that serum preparation did not have an effect on the IC 
concentration in the in vivo samples. Consequently, serum 
is a suitable matrix for the analysis of ICs and immuno-
genicity testing in general since serum preparation should 
not result in loss of ADAs due to IC formation. All further 
bioanalytical analysis of the total drug concentration as well 
as the analysis of the IC profiles were performed in serum.

The total drug concentration for the control groups 
(drugPGLALA, drugWT) showed expected and similar PK profiles 
for monomeric IgG molecules with cmax (5 min) of 107.7 and 
106.6 µg/ml (Figure 3, Table S1 calculated cmax: 110 µg/ml), 
indicating that the administered dose as well as the bioanaly-
tical results are correct.

The cmax of drug complexed with ADAs was reduced 20 to 
60% compared to monomeric drug, although all groups 
received the same drug concentration of 4 mg/kg (the drug 
concentration in all dosing solutions was confirmed by ELISA, 

data not shown). The use of IC-QCs (fully complexed drug), in 
addition to conventional QCs (monomeric drug), was used to 
monitor the performance of the total drug assay and show that 
the observed reduced recovery was not due to an analytical bias 
(ADA interference), but was a biological effect.11 This tremen-
dous difference in the first five minutes between monomeric 
and complexed drug and between different ADA surrogates 
indicated very rapid binding in vasculature followed by specific 
clearance from circulation.12,13

During the first four hours, fast clearance of complexed 
drug was detected in all IC groups, followed by a parallel 
concentration/time profile (Figure 3). This observed parallel 
concentration/time profile could theoretically be caused by the 
dissociation of ICs into monomeric drug and ADAs. The 
bioanalytical method, a combination of SEC and drug- 
specific ELISA, has the potential to monitor such a -
dissociation.11 During the studied period, no monomeric 
drug was detected for all IC groups (Figure 4 to 6), excluding 

Figure 6. Reconstructed drug + mADA<Fc> IC profiles in serum samples (mean values of all three animals). ICs were separated by SEC, fractionated, and the drug 
concentration in every collected fraction was determined by total drug ELISA to reconstruct the IC profiles. Potential elution of monomeric drug is marked with a dashed 
line. Elution time [min] refers to the elution of drug/ICs from the SEC column. IC profiles for later time points (8 hr – 72 hr) are not illustrated because of very low 
concentration.
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dissociation into monomers as the reason for the parallel con-
centration/time profile in the drug PK (Figure 3). Dissociation 
of larger ICs into smaller ICs (without the appearance of 
monomeric drug) is another theoretical consideration for this 
observed effect. As we did not detect an increase for smaller ICs 
in the reconstructed IC profiles, but rather can see a constant 
decrease, we consider this process as unlikely. In addition, our 
in vitro pre-studies showed that the formed ICs (also HMW 
ICs) were highly stable, even after high dilution.11 Another 
possible explanation for the observed parallel concentration/ 
time profile could be the impact of specific Fcɣ receptors, 
responsible for the uptake and degradation of ICs, or even of 
FcRn, due, for example, to saturation or selective processing of 
IC sizes, which must be further examined in appropriate stu-
dies. Nevertheless, after four hours the monomeric drugs and 
the complexed drugs followed the same kinetic behavior, sug-
gesting that the remaining small ICs were cleared with a very 
similar elimination rate as the monomeric forms.

As the dosed IC composition were well known (Figure 1), 
we could follow the changes of the IC pattern in vivo and were 
able to evaluate IC size-specific PK. For all groups dosed with 
complexed drug, reconstructed IC profiles of the five minutes 
sample showed that a relevant part of the HMW ICs were 
already cleared (Figure 4 to 6). The calculated clearance values 
(Table 2) for the HMW ICs range between ~2,500 and more 
than 12,000 mg/day/kg. This rapid clearance was most likely 
due to FcɣR-mediated phagocytic uptake and complement 
binding, as Schie et al. could demonstrate strong activation 
for ICs larger than hexamers in an in vitro approach.12,13 The 
fast clearance of the HMW fraction of the dosed ICs (Table 2) 
also explained the low total drug concentration after already 
five minutes observed for these groups (Figure 3, Table S1).

The reconstruction of the IC patterns of the groups dosed with 
drug + pADA<CDR> enabled an analysis of the clearance of defined 
IC species and demonstrated the effect of the Fc domain of the 
drug (wildtype vs. PGLALA effector function) on clearance. For 
drugWT + pADA<CDR> (Figure 4, Figure S1), only dimeric ICs 
were present at higher amounts after four hours, whereas all larger 
ICs were already cleared. The fast clearance of ICs larger than 
dimers could explain why Schie et al. only detected dimeric ICs in 
patient samples.12 For drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR>, tetrameric and 

dimeric ICs were still present after 72 hours (Figure 4a, Figure S1). 
A direct overlay of the reconstructed IC patterns with drugWT and 
drugPGLALA at defined time points visualized the impact of the 
drug Fc domain variants. The 5 min overlay (Figure 4b) showed no 
difference in the IC pattern between both drug variants. Over time, 
the dimeric ICs for drugWT and drugPGLALA showed the same 
concentration, but tetrameric and larger ICs of drugWT were 
cleared much faster compared to ICs with drugPGLALA (Table 2). 
In a previous work, we demonstrated that ICs generated with 
pADA<CDR> form cyclic structures with Fc domains facing 
inwards and/or outwards of the ring.11 In case of tetrameric and 
larger ICs of drugWT + pADA<CDR>, every IgG in these ICs has 
a WT-Fc effector function and can therefore bind to Fc receptors. 
In tetrameric and larger ICs of drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR>, only 
every second IgG (only the ADA) carried a WT-Fc effector func-
tion. Therefore, binding to Fc receptors seemed to be decreased, 
which is also reflected in the lower drugPGLALA clearance if com-
plexed in tetrameric ICs (13.8 mg/day/kg for drugPGLALA com-
pared to 209 mg/day/kg for drugWT, Table 2). In a dimeric IC the 
Fc effector functions of the drug did not have a detectable effect, 
most likely due to the structure of the IC dimer with Fc domains 
facing in opposite directions. This was also underlined by the 
comparable clearance values of the dimeric ICs (11.2 and 
4.44 mg/kg/day, Table 2). These results confirm the in vivo rele-
vance of the FcɣR-mediated clearance and are in line with the 
in vitro findings of Schie et al. that at least four active Fc moieties 
are needed for an efficient FcɣR-mediated internalization by 
macrophages.12

In contrast, HMW ICs that are cleared faster via at least two 
pathways (FcɣR and complement) showed very similar clear-
ances independent of the Fc effector function of the drug 
(wildtype or PGLALA, Figure 4a, b). We conclude from this 
finding that the PGLALA mutation has little impact on the 
clearance if the IC size reaches a critical size (> hexamer), 
resulting in the formation of less structured ICs.

For rats dosed with drugWT or drugPGLALA + mADA<CDR> 
the clearance values for defined IC species were comparable to 
the corresponding IC species counterparts with pADA<CDR>, 
although the total drug clearance for ICs with mADA<CDR> 
was noteworthy higher compared to pADA<CDR> (Figure 5, 
Table 2). This was most likely due to the generally lower content 

Table 2. Clearance values of monomeric drug and drug complexed in defined IC species.

clearance clearance

[mg/day/kg] [mg/day/kg]

drugWT total 20.1 drugPGLALA total 8.78
drugWT + pADA<CDR> total 125 drugPGLALA + pADA<CDR> total 44.6

dimeric IC 11.2 dimeric IC 4.44
tetrameric IC 209 tetrameric IC 13.8
hexameric IC 784 hexameric IC 112
HMW IC 3600 HMW IC 2520

drugWT + mADA<CDR> total 621 drugPGLALA + mADA<CDR> total 236
dimeric IC 52.3 dimeric IC 13.0
tetrameric IC 309 tetrameric IC 59.2
hexameric IC 1460 hexameric IC 943
HMW IC 6800 HMW IC 12700

drugWT + mADA<Fc> total 1200 drugPGLALA + mADA<Fc> total 493
dimeric IC 941 dimeric IC 46.5
tetrameric IC 1220 tetrameric IC 964
hexameric IC 1170 hexameric IC 1920
HMW IC 11900 HMW IC 6650
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of dimeric ICs for drug + mADA<CDR> (Table 2, Figures 1, 4, 5, 
S1). Dimeric ICs showed the lowest clearance values, which were 
comparable to monomeric drug (control groups, Table 2).

The total PK as well as the SEC analysis of the groups dosed 
with drugWT or drugPGLALA + mADA<Fc> showed no signifi-
cant differences (Figure 3, Figure 6, Figure S1). Comparing the 
effect of ADAs directed against the drug CDR or Fc domain, we 
saw a much faster clearance of ICs when formed with ADAs 
against drug Fc domain. This could be explained by the high 
amount of HMW ICs in the dosing solution (Table 1), but most 
likely also by the structure of the formed ICs.11 In our previous 
work we demonstrated the formation of ring structured ICs 
when using ADAs against drug CDR. For ICs generated with 
ADAs against drug Fc, we did not find any clear structures.11 

Therefore, we conclude that ICs of drug + mADA<Fc> mainly 
form linear, less structurally defined ICs, which can bind better 
to Fc receptors and form a better platform for complement 
binding compared to ring-structured ICs. This observation was 
also made in in vitro experiments. It was found out that Fc- 
linked IgG hexamers activated complement efficiently, whereas 
anti-idiotypic ICs did not.12,31,32 In general, this data indicates 
that increased clearance of ICs is not an ADA property, but 
rather every ADA can have clearing potential when the formed 
ICs have a critical size (dependent on ratio and concentration 
of drug and ADA) in combination with the structure of the 
formed ICs.11

Based on our observations, different aspects, like the ratio 
between ADA and drug, the concentration of both com-
pounds, the structure of formed ICs, but also the Fc proper-
ties (wildtype vs. PGLALA mutation) seem to drive IC 
clearance. Comparing the drug clearance between groups 
dosed with complexed drug carrying a wildtype Fc domain 
and groups dosed with complexed drug carrying a PGLALA 
mutation, values were ~3-fold higher for complexed drug 
with a WT-Fc domain (Table 2). As we can exclude target- 
mediated drug disposition through the CDR of the drug 
surrogates, these differences in IC clearance indicate the 
important role of the drug Fc effector function and the asso-
ciated interactions with complement and FcɣRs for the IC 
clearance process.

The use of pre-formed ICs in the dosing solution enabled us 
to analyze the IC size-specific PK of drug/ADA ICs. Appropriate 
for the intended purpose of analyzing the fast clearance of ICs, 
frequent blood sample collection was performed in the first hour 
after dosing, and rare blood sampling at later time points. 
Despite the short observation time of 72 hours and the resulting 
estimate for AUClast to infinity, we believe that the clearance 
values reflect well the differences between IC entities (Table 2).

Since formation of IC sizes is dependent on ratio and con-
centration, the formation of HMW ICs in vivo is possible. 
However, as we could demonstrate in our in vivo studies, 
these types of ICs are very rapidly cleared, and consequently 
detection of such in vivo patient samples is unlikely.

Overall, the detailed bioanalysis in combination with the 
chosen study design gave us a better understanding about the 
impact of ICs on drug PK, comparing the influence of different 
ADA properties, drug variants, and IC sizes. The high flexibil-
ity of the used analytical methods enables a broad application 
for complex analysis in biological matrices of different nature.

For better understanding the clearance pathways, metabo-
lism, and distribution of ICs, in particular for the very fast 
clearance of HMW ICs, follow-up in vivo studies are needed to 
shed more light on these processes.

Materials and methods

Reagents

10x phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 11666789001), Roche uni-
versal buffer for ELISA (RUB), and bovine serum albumin 
(BSA, 10735094001) were obtained from Roche Diagnostics 
GmbH (Germany). Rat serum (female, Wistar rats) was 
obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Germany). Rat 
plasma (#RATPLLIHP-WH, lot #Rat329266) was obtained 
from Seralab (UK). 25% HCl (1.00316), ethanol, 30% H2O2, 
and Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris/HCl) and NaCl 
(1.06404) were obtained from Merck KGaA (Germany). 
Histidine was ordered from Sigma (H6034 and 56190, respec-
tively). Glycine and 3-(4Hydroxyphenyl) propionic acid 
(HPPA) were obtained from Serva Electrophoresis GmbH 
(Heidelberg, Germany) and Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 
USA), respectively.11

Antibodies

All antibodies used in this study as well as the labeling with biotin 
(Bi) and digoxigenin (Dig) were performed in house (Roche, 
Pharmaceutical Research and Early Development and Roche 
Diagnostics GmbH). Antibodies and buffer used for in vivo appli-
cations were tested and approved for endotoxin levels. The ADA 
surrogates pAb<CDR>, mADA<CDR>, and mADA<Fc> were gener-
ated by immunization of rabbits and mice (hybridoma technol-
ogy) with the drug fragments, respectively.33 The IgG1 drug 
surrogates were predominantly expressed in a human cell line.

Generation and characterization of dosing solutions

Generation of ICs for dosing was performed with endotoxin tested 
and approved antibodies in 20 mM histidine/HCl. 140 mM NaCl, 
pH 6. 2 mg/ml drug and 3 mg/ml ADA were mixed and incubated 
for at least 1 hr at room temperature (r.t.) on a shaker at 450 rpm 
before administration to allow adjustment of an equilibrium. For 
further analysis, aliquots of the dosing solutions were stored at 
−80°C. Dosing solutions were analyzed by SEC using a Dionex 
Ultimate 3000 system with a Waters XBridge Protein BEH SEC 
Guard Column, 450 Å, 3.5 µm, 7.8 mm × 30 mm and XBridge 
Protein BEH SEC Column, 450 Å, 3.5 µm, 7.8 mm X 300 mm (for 
more details see Hoffmann et al.). 11 the relative proportion of 
defined IC species (defined peaks in SEC) was determined by the 
AUC using Chromeleon software (Table 1). The drug content in 
the respective ICs was estimated based on the %-distribution of the 
different IC species.

Study design

All studies were conducted with the approval of the local veter-
inary authorities in strict adherence to the German and Swiss 
federal regulations on animal protection and to the rules of the 
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Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory 
Animal Care International (AAALAC). Female Wistar rats (Crl: 
WI, Charles River Laboratories) received a single intravenous 
injection of monomeric drug (3 rats/group) or ICs of drugWT or 
drugPGLALA and pADA<CDR>, mADA<CDR>, or mADA<Fc> (3 
animals/group) into the tail vein. A dose of 4 mg/kg monomeric 
drug were administered. ICs were injected at a dose of 10 mg/kg 
(1:1.5 ratio drug (4 mg/kg) to ADA (6 mg/kg)). Consecutive blood 
samples from all animals were taken from anaesthetized animals 
sublingually (for animals dosed with drugPGLALA and drugPGLALA 

ICs) or using a jugular catheter (for animals dosed with drugWT 

and drugWT ICs) pre-dose, as well as after 5 min, 0.5, 1, 4, 8, 24, 48 
and 72 hr. For serum generation, blood samples were allowed to 
clot at r.t. for 15 to 30 min in serum activator-coated tubes; serum 
was harvested following centrifugation (5,000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C) 
and stored at −80°C. If blood plasma should be collected, one-third 
of the blood was prepared in test tubes coated with Li/Heparin and 
centrifuged for 3 min at 12,000 rpm at 4°C and stored at −80°C.

Total drug concentration: Acid dissociation ELISA

Collected serum or plasma samples were thawed and kept at r.t. as 
short as possible. The general procedure of the acid dissociation 
ELISA was described previously.11 In short, serum or plasma study 
samples were diluted 100-fold in PBS and 0.5% BSA (assay buffer 
I), 1,000-fold in assay buffer I with 1% rat serum/plasma, and 
3,000-fold in assay buffer I with 1% rat serum/plasma to achieve 
a final concentration of 1% serum or plasma in every dilution. 
Aliquots of remaining dosing solutions were diluted 100,000-fold 
in assay buffer I with 1% rat serum/plasma to reach a final con-
centration of the drug of ~20 ng/ml. QCs of monomeric drug 
(30,000; 15,000; and 750 ng/ml) were prepared in 100% rat serum 
or plasma. IC-QCs (drug fully complexed with the appropriate 
ADAs in a 1:1.5 ratio) were prepared in 100% serum or plasma and 
incubated for at least 1 hr at r.t. at 450 rpm (30,000; 15,000; and 
750 ng/ml drug concentration). Before usage, QCs and IC-QCs 
were diluted 100-fold in assay buffer I. Calibrators (monomeric 
drug) were serially diluted in assay buffer I with 1% serum or 
plasma in a concentration range between 375 and 0.51 ng/ml. 
Diluted study samples, dosing solutions, QCs, and IC-QCs as 
well as the calibrators were treated with acid before addition of 
the capture and detection reagents (in duplicates). The further 
process, as well as the capture and detection reagents used, were 
described previously.11

SEC and acid dissociation ELISA of serum samples: 
Reconstruction of IC profiles in study samples

20 µl of serum samples from animals dosed with ICs were sepa-
rated by SEC and reconstituted by acid dissociation ELISA. The 
detailed procedure was described previously.11 In short, 20 µl of 
study serum samples were centrifuged and injected, separated, and 
fractionated via an Dionex UltiMate 3000 system with a Waters 
SEC column (see also Generation and characterization of dosing 
solutions). Collection plates (96 well) were pre-filled with a highly 
concentrated BSA solution (0.5% BSA final) to avoid unspecific 

binding or aggregation of fractionated proteins. Fractions of 250 µl 
were collected every 30 sec. If necessary, fractions were diluted 1:1 
with PBS, 5% ethanol and 0.5% BSA (assay buffer II) to strike the 
calibration range. Unfractionated study samples were diluted 
3,000-fold in assay buffer II. For QC, IC-QC, and calibrator pre-
paration as well as the further process please see above and in the 
previous publication.11 The performance of the SEC column was 
tested regularly with commercially available SEC standards.

Data evaluation

Drug clearance was calculated with the PK evaluation program 
Phoenix WinNonlin 6.4 (Phoenix®). PK data was fitted to 
a 2-compartment model for intravenous bolus injection by 
statistical method.
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